A Closer Look at CSV Plans: How Do You Compare to Your Peers?
Spring 2014 Truven Health AnalyticsTM Health Plan Survey Results

With an estimated 1.5 million enrollees already, cost-sharing variation (CSV) plans are important to the Accountable Care Act’s success — but they represent complicated compliance tasks for health plans.
As you plant the seeds for the upcoming policy year and beyond, now is a good time to dig into what your peers are doing — so you can ensure success as the CSV plan landscape changes and grows.

The Process of Reconciliation
Health plans are evenly divided on
which reconciliation method they’ll
choose for the 2014 plan year.
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All plans surveyed are participating in either one (80%)
or two (20%) states in the exchange.

Types of Plans Offered
Respondents are offering a variety of tier plans on
exchanges in 2014; all but one said they will offer bronze,
silver, gold, and platinum plans.
Most anticipate having more than 1,000 enrollees in
silver plans on the exchange.
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Most will complete their reconciliation
process in-house vs. outsourcing, regardless
of which process they chose.
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Development of Interim Estimates

In-House

Nearly all (90%) of plans surveyed anticipated developing interim
estimates of receivables and/or payables for financial statement purposes.
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Most plans choosing the Simplified method did so due to technical
challenges in the Standard method (60%), or they wanted more time to
evaluate, with the flexibility of selecting Standard in the future (60%).
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Stop by booth #509 at AHIP’s Institute 2014 for
your complimentary Exchange Checklist and a copy
of our new white paper, Five Things Employers
Want From Health Plan Reporting. And while you’re
there, enter to win an iPad™ mini.

Of those that chose the Simplified method, 50% said they’ll decide whether
and when to use Standard once they develop technical capabilities to
support it.
Another 43% said they’d analyze their experience in late 2014 or after for
declaration of methodology for 2015 or a later year.

Sources: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services public exchange enrollment reports through
February 2014, and Truven Health Analytics May 2014 survey of health plans
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